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Abstract9

We consider the problem of maintaining a collection of strings while efficiently supporting splits and10

concatenations on them, as well as comparing two substrings, and computing the longest common11

prefix between two suffixes. This problem can be solved in optimal time O(log N) whp for the12

updates and O(1) worst-case time for the queries, where N is the total collection size [Gawrychowski13

et al., SODA 2018]. We present here a much simpler solution based on a forest of enhanced splay14

trees (FeST), where both the updates and the substring comparison take O(log n) amortized time,15

n being the lengths of the strings involved. The longest common prefix of length ℓ is computed in16

O(log n + log2 ℓ) amortized time. Our query results are correct whp. Our simpler solution enables17

other more general updates in O(log n) amortized time, such as reversing a substring and/or mapping18

its symbols. We can also regard substrings as circular or as their omega extension.19
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1 Introduction28

Consider the problem in which we have to maintain a collection of dynamic strings, that29

is, strings we want to modify over time. The modifications may be edit operations such30

as insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character; inserting or deleting an entire31

substring (possibly creating a new string from the deleted substring); adding a fresh string32

to the collection; etc. In terms of queries, we may want to retrieve a symbol or substring of a33

dynamic string, determine whether two substrings from anywhere in the collection are equal,34

or even determine the longest prefix shared by two suffixes in the collection (LCP). The35

collection must be maintained in such a way that both updates and queries have little cost.36

This setup is known in general as the dynamic strings problem. A partial and fairly37

straightforward solution are the so-called ropes, or cords [7]. These are binary trees1 where38

the leaves store short substrings, whose left-to-right concatenation forms the string. Ropes39

were introduced for the Cedar programming language to speed up handling very long40

strings; a C implementation (termed cords) was also given in the same paper [7]. As the41

motivating application of ropes/cords was that of implementing a text editor, they support42

edit operations and extraction/insertion of substrings to enable fast typing and cut&paste, as43

well as retrieving substrings, but do not support queries like substring equality or LCPs. The44

trees must be periodically rebalanced to maintain logarithmic times. Recently, a modified45

version of ropes was implemented for the Ruby language as a basic data type [39]. This46

variant supports the same updates but does not give any theoretical guarantee.47

The first solution we know of that enables equality tests, by Sundar and Tarjan [47],48

supports splitting and concatenating whole sequences, and whole-string equality in constant49

time, with updates taking O(
√

N log m + log m) amortized time, where N is the total50

length of all the strings in the collection and m is the number of updates so far. It is51

easy to see that these three primitives encompass all the operations and queries above,52

except for LCP (substring retrieval is often implicit). The update complexity was soon53

improved by Mehlhorn et al. [38] to O(log2 N) expected time with a randomized data54

structure, and O(log N(log m log∗ m + log N)) worst-case time with a deterministic one. The55

deterministic time complexity was later improved by Alstrup et al. [1] to O(log N log∗ N)56

with high probability (whp), also computing LCPs in O(log N) worst-case time. Recently,57

Gawrychowski et al. [23, 24] obtained O(log N) update time whp, retaining constant time58

to compare substrings, and also decreasing the LCP time to constant, among many other59

results. They also showed that the problem is essentially closed because just updates60

and substring equality require Ω(log N) time even if allowing amortization. Nishimoto61

et al. [41, 42] showed how to compute LCPs in worst-case time O(log N + log ℓ log∗ N),62

where ℓ is the LCP length, while inserting/deleting substrings of length ℓ in worst-case time63

O((ℓ + log N log∗ N) (log log N)2

log log log N ). See Section B in the Appendix for more related work.64

All these results build on the idea of parsing a string hierarchically by consistently cutting65

it into blocks, giving unique names to the blocks, and passing the sequence of names to the66

next level of parsing. The string is then represented by a parse tree of logarithmic height,67

whose root consists of a single name, which can be compared to the name at the root of68

another substring to determine string equality. While there is a general consensus on the69

fact that those solutions are overly complicated, Gawrychowski et al. [24] mention that70

“We note that it is very simple to achieve O(log n) update time [...], if we allow the71

1 The authors [7] actually state that they are DAGs and referring to them as binary trees is just a
simplification. The reason is that the nodes can have more than one parent, so subtrees may be shared.
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equality queries to give an incorrect result with polynomially small probability. We represent72

every string by a balanced search tree with characters in the leaves and every node storing73

a fingerprint of the sequence represented by its descendant leaves. However, it is not clear74

how to make the answers always correct in this approach [...]. Furthermore, it seems that75

both computing the longest common prefix of two strings of length n and comparing them76

lexicographically requires Ω(log2 n) time in this approach.”77

This suggestion, indeed, connects to the original idea of ropes [7]. Cardinal and Iacono78

[12] built on the suggestion to develop a kind of tree dubbed “Data Dependent Tree (DDT)”,79

which enables updates and LCP computation in O(log N) expected amortized time, yet80

with no errors. DDTs eliminate the chance of errors by ensuring that the fingerprints have81

no collisions—they simply rebuild all DDTs for all strings in the collection, using a new82

hash function, when this low-probability event occurs—and reduce the LCP complexity to83

O(log N) by ensuring that subtrees representing the same string have the same shape (so84

one can descend in the subtrees of both strings synchronously).85

In this paper we build on the same suggestion [24], but explore the use of another kind of86

tree—an enhanced splay tree—which yields a beautifully simple yet powerful data structure87

for maintaining dynamic string collections. We obtain logarithmic amortized update times for88

most operations (our cost to compute LCPs lies between logarithmic and squared-logarithmic,89

see later) and our queries return correct answers whp. The ease of implementation of splay90

trees makes our solution attractive to be included in a textbook for undergraduate students.91

An important consequence of using simpler data structures is that our space usage is92

O(N), whereas the solutions based on parsings require in addition O(log N) space per update93

performed, as each one adds a new path to the parse tree. Since the previous parse tree94

is still available, those structures are persistent: one can access any previous version. Our95

solution is not persistent in principle, but we can make it persistent using O(1) extra space96

per update or query made so far, by using the techniques of Driscoll et al. [19]. These add97

only O(1) amortized time to the operations.98

It would not be hard to obtain worst-case times instead of amortized ones, by choosing99

AVL, α-balanced, or other trees that guarantee logarithmic height. One can indeed find the100

use of such binary trees for representing strings in the literature [44, 16, 22]. Our solution101

using splay trees has the key advantage of being very simple and easy to understand. The102

basic operations of splitting and concatenating strings, using worst-case balanced trees, imply103

attaching and detaching many subtrees, plus careful rebalancing, which is a nightmare to104

explain and implement.2 Knuth, for example, considered them too complicated to include in105

his book [34, p. 473] “Deletion, concatenation, etc. It is possible to do many other things106

to balanced trees and maintain the balance, but the algorithms are sufficiently lengthly that107

the details are beyond the scope of this book.” Instead, he says [34, p. 478] “A much simpler108

self-adjusting data structure called a splay tree was developed subsequently [...] Splay trees, like109

the other kinds of balanced trees already mentioned, support the operations of concatenation110

and splitting as well as insertion and deletion, and in a particularly simple way.”111

Our contribution. We use a splay tree [45], enhanced with additional information, to112

represent each string in the collection, where all the nodes contain string symbols and113

Karp-Rabin-like fingerprints [30, 40] of the symbols in their subtree. We refer to our data114

structure as a forest of enhanced splay trees, or FeST. As we will see, we can create new115

2 As an example, an efficient implementation [33] of Rytter’s AVL grammar [44] has over 10,000 lines of
C++ code considering only their “basic” variant.
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strings in O(n) time, extract substrings of length ℓ in O(ℓ + log n) time, perform updates116

and (correctly whp) compare substrings in O(log n) time, where n is the length of the strings117

involved—as opposed to the total length N of all the strings—and the times are amortized118

(the linear terms are also worst-case). Further, we can compute LCPs correctly whp in119

amortized time O(log n + log2 ℓ), where ℓ is the length of the returned LCP.120

While our LCP time is O(log2 n) for long enough ℓ, LCPs are usually much shorter than121

the suffixes. For example, in considerably general probabilistic models [48], the maximum122

LCP value between any distinct suffixes of two strings of length n is almost surely O(log n),123

in which case our algorithm runs in O(log n) amortized time.124

The versatility of our FeST data structure allows us to easily support other kinds of125

operations, such as reversing or complementing substrings, or both. We can thus implement126

the reverse complementation of a substring in a DNA or RNA sequence, whereby the substring127

is reversed and each character is replaced by its Watson-Crick complement. Substring reversal128

alone is used in classic problems on genome rearrangements where genomes are represented129

as sequences of genes, and have to be sorted by reversals (see, e.g., [50, 6, 10, 11, 43, 13], to130

cite just a few). Note that chromosomes can be viewed either as permutations or as strings,131

when gene duplication is taken into account, see Fertin et al. [20]; our FeST data structure132

accommodates both. We can also implement signed reversals [28, 27], another model of133

evolutionary operation used in genome rearrangements. In general, we can combine reversals134

with any involution on the alphabet, of which signed or Watson-Crick complementation are135

only examples. In order to support these operations in O(log n) amortized time, we only need136

to add new constant-space annotations, further enhancing our splay trees while retaining the137

running times for the other operations. The obvious solution of maintaining modified copies138

of the strings (e.g., reversed, complemented, etc.) is less attractive in practice due to the139

extra space and time needed to store and update all the copies.140

Operations supported. We maintain a collection of strings of total length N in O(N) space,141

and support the following operations, where we distinguish the basic string data type from142

dynamic strings (all times are amortized). We have not chose a minimal set of primitives143

because reducing to primitives entails considerable performance overheads in practice, even144

if the asymptotic time complexities are not altered.145

make-string(w) creates a dynamic string s from a basic string w, in O(|s|) time.146

access(s, i) returns the symbol s[i] in O(log |s|) time.147

retrieve(s, i, j) returns the basic string w[1..j − i + 1] = s[i..j], in O(|w| + log |s|) time.148

substitute(s, i, c), insert(s, i, c), and delete(s, i) perform the basic edit operations on149

s: substituting s[i] by character c, inserting c at s[i], and deleting s[i], respectively, all in150

O(log |s|) time. For appending c at the end of s one can use insert(s, |s| + 1, c).151

introduce(s1, i, s2) inserts s2 at position i of s1 (for 1 ≤ i ≤ |s1| + 1), converting s1 to152

s1[..i − 1] · s2 · s1[i..] and destroying s2, in O(log |s1s2|) time.153

extract(s, i, j) creates dynamic string s′ = s[i..j], removing it from s, in O(log |s|) time.154

equal(s1, i1, s2, i2, ℓ) determines the equality of substrings s1[i1..i1 + ℓ − 1] and s2[i2..i2 +155

ℓ − 1] in O(log |s1s2|) time, correctly whp.156

lcp(s1, i1, s2, i2) computes the length ℓ of the longest common prefix between suffixes157

s1[i1..] and s2[i2..], in O(log |s1s2| + log2 ℓ) time, correctly whp, and also tells which suffix158

is lexicographically smaller.159

reverse(s, i, j) reverses the substring s[i..j] of s, in O(log |s|) time.160

map(s, i, j) applies a fixed involution (a symbol mapping that is its own inverse) to all161

the symbols of s[i..j], in O(log |s|) time.162
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Our data structure also enables easy implementation of other features, such as handling163

circular strings. This is an important and emerging topic [5, 15, 25, 26, 29], as many current164

sequence collections, in particular in computational biology, consist of circular rather than165

linear strings. Recent data structures built for circular strings [8, 9], based on the extended166

Burrows-Wheeler Transform (eBWT) [37], avoid the detour via the linearization and handle167

the circular input strings directly. Finally, FeST also allows queries on the omega extensions168

of strings, that is, on the infinite concatentation sω = s · s · s · · · . These occur, for example,169

in the context of the eBWT, which is based on the so-called omega-order (see Appendix).170

2 Basic concepts171

Strings. We use array-based notation for strings, indexing from 1, so a string s is a finite172

sequence over a finite ordered alphabet Σ, written s = s[1..n] = s[1]s[2] · · · s[n], for some173

n ≥ 0. We assume that the alphabet Σ is integer. The length of s is denoted |s|, and174

ε denotes the empty string, the unique string of length 0. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |s|, we write175

s[i..j] = s[i]s[i + 1] · · · s[j] for the substring from i to j, where s[i..j] = ε if i > j. We176

write prefixes as s[..i] = s[1..i] and suffixes as s[i..] = s[i..|s|]. Given two strings s, t, their177

concatenation is written s · t or simply st, and sk denotes the k-fold concatenation of s, with178

s0 = ε. A substring (prefix, suffix) of s is called proper if it does not equal s.179

The longest common prefix (LCP) of two strings s and t is defined as the longest prefix180

u that is both a prefix of s and t, and lcp(s, t) = |u| as its length. One can define the181

lexicographic order based on the lcp: s <lex t if either s is a proper prefix of t, or otherwise182

if s[ℓ + 1] < t[ℓ + 1], where ℓ = lcp(s, t).183

Splay trees. The splay tree [45] is a binary search tree that guarantees that a sequence of184

insertions, deletions, and node accesses costs O(log n) amortized time per operation on a185

tree of n nodes that starts initially empty. In addition, splay trees support splitting and186

joining trees, both in O(log n) amortized time, where n is the total number of nodes involved187

in the operation.188

The basic operation of the splay tree is called splay(x), which moves a tree node x to189

the root by a sequence of primitive rotations called zig, zig-zig, zig-zag, and their symmetric190

versions. Let x(A, B) denote a tree rooted at x with left and right subtrees A and B, then191

the rotation zig-zig converts z(y(x(A, B), C), D) into x(A, y(B, z(C, D)), while the rotation192

zig-zag converts z(y(A, x(B, C)), D) into x(y(A, B), z(C, D)). Whether zig-zig or zig-zag (or193

their symmetric variant) is applied to x depends on its relative position w.r.t. its grandparent.194

Note that both of these operations are composed by two edge rotations. Finally, operation195

zig, which is only applied if x is a child of the root, converts y(x(A, B), C) into x(A, y(B, C)).196

Every access or update on the tree is followed by a splay on the deepest reached node. In197

particular, after finding a node x in a downward traversal, we do splay(x) to make x the tree198

root. The goal is that the costs of all the operations are proportional to the cost of all the199

related splay operations performed, so we can focus on analyzing only the splays. Many of200

the splay tree properties can be derived from a general “access lemma” [45, Lem. 1].201

▶ Lemma 1 (Access Lemma [45]). Let us assign any positive weight w(x) to the nodes x of a202

splay tree T , and define sw(x) as the sum of the weights of all the nodes in the subtree rooted203

at x. Then, the amortized time to splay x is O(log(W/sw(x))) ⊆ O(log(W/w(x))), where204

W =
∑

x∈T w(x).205

The result is obtained by defining r(x) = log sw(x) (all our logarithms are in base 2) and206

Φ(T ) =
∑

x∈T r(x) as the potential function for the splay tree T . If we choose w(x) = 1 for207
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all x, then W = n on a splay tree of n nodes, and thus we obtain O(log n) amortized cost for208

each operation. By choosing other functions w(x), one can prove other properties of splay209

trees like static optimality, the static finger property, and the working set property [45].210

The update operations supported by splay trees include inserting new nodes, deleting211

nodes, joining two trees (where all the nodes in the second tree go to the right of the nodes212

in the first tree), and splitting a tree into two at some node (where all the nodes to its right213

become a second tree). The times of those operations are ruled by the “balance theorem214

with updates” [45, Thm. 6].215

▶ Lemma 2 (Balance Theorem with Updates [45]). Any sequence of access, insert, delete,216

join and split operations on a collection of initially empty splay trees has an amortized cost217

of O(log n) per operation, where n is the size of the tree(s) where the operation is carried out.218

This theorem is proved with the potential function that assigns w(x) = 1 to every node219

x. Note the theorem considers a forest of splay trees, whose potential function is the sum of220

the functions Φ(T ) over the trees T in the forest. For details, see the original paper [45].221

Karp-Rabin fingerprinting. Our queries will be correct “with high probability” (whp),222

meaning a probability of at least 1 − 1/N c for an arbitrarily large constant c, where N is223

the total size of the collection. This will come from the use of a variant of the original224

Karp-Rabin fingerprint [30] (cf. [40]) defined as follows. Let [1..a] be the alphabet of our225

strings and p ≥ a a prime number. We choose a random base b uniformly from [1..p − 1].226

The fingerprint κ of string s[1..n] is defined as κ(s) =
(∑n−1

i=0 s[n − i] · bi
)

mod p. We say227

that two strings s ̸= s′ of the same length n collide through κ if κ(s) = κ(s′), that is,228

κ(s′′) = 0 where s′′ = s − s′ is the string defined by s′′[i] = (s[i] − s′[i]) mod p. Since κ(s′′)229

is a polynomial, in the variable b, of degree at most n − 1 over the field Zp, it has at most230

n − 1 roots. The probability of a collision between two strings of length n is then bounded231

by (n − 1)/(p − 1) because b is uniformly chosen in [1..p − 1]. By choosing p ∈ Θ(N c+1)232

for any desired constant c, we obtain that κ is collision-free on any s ̸= s′ whp. We will233

actually choose p ∈ Θ(N c+2) because some of our operations perform O(polylog N) string234

comparisons, not just one. Since N varies over time, we can use instead a fixed upper bound,235

like the total amount of main memory. We use the RAM machine model where logical and236

arithmetic operations on Θ(log N) machine words take constant time.237

Two fingerprints κ(s) and κ(s′) can then be composed in constant time to form κ(s′ · s) =238

(κ(s′) · b|s| + κ(s)) mod p. To avoid the O(log |s|) time for modular exponentiation, we239

will maintain the value b|s| mod p together with κ(s). The corresponding value for s′ · s is240

(b|s′| · b|s|) mod p, so we can maintain those powers in constant time upon concatenations.241

3 Our data structure and standard operations242

In this section we describe our data structure called FeST (for Forest of enhanced Splay243

Trees), composed of a collection of (enhanced) splay trees, and then show how the traditional244

operations on dynamic strings are carried out on it.245

3.1 The data structure246

We will use a FeST for maintaining the collection of strings, one splay tree per string. A247

dynamic string s[1..n] is encoded in a splay tree with n nodes such that s[k] is stored in248

the node x with in-order k (the in-order of a node is the position in which it is listed if we249
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recursively traverse first the left subtree, then the node, and finally the right subtree). We250

will say that node x represents the substring s[i..j], where [i..j] is the range of the in-orders251

of all the nodes in the subtree rooted at x. Let T be the splay tree representing string s,252

then for 1 ≤ i ≤ |s|, we call node(i) the node with in-order i, and for a node x of T , we call253

pos(x) the in-order of node x. The root of T is denoted root(T ).254

For the amortized analysis of our FeST, our potential function Φ will be the sum of the255

potential functions Φ(T ) over all the splay trees T representing our string collection. The256

collection starts initially empty, with Φ = 0. New strings are added to the collection with257

make-string; then edited with substitute, insert, and delete, and redistributed with258

introduce and extract.259

Information stored at nodes. A node x of the splay tree representing s[i..j] will contain the260

information of its left and right child, called x.left and x.right, its symbol x.char = s[pos(x)],261

its subtree size x.size = j − i + 1, its fingerprint x.fp = κ(s[i..j]), and the value x.power =262

bj−i+1 mod p. These fields are recomputed in constant time whenever a node x acquires new263

children x.left and/or x.right (e.g., during the splay rotations) with the following formulas:264

(1) x.size = x.left.size + 1 + x.right.size, (2) x.fp = ((x.left.fp · b + x.char) · x.right.power +265

x.right.fp) mod p, and (3) x.power = (x.left.power · b · x.right.power) mod p, as explained in266

Section 2. For the formula to be complete when the left and/or right child is null, we assume267

null.size = 0, null.fp = 0, and null.power = 1. We will later incorporate other fields.268

Subtree sizes allow us identify node(i) given i, in the splay tree T representing string s, in269

O(log |s|) amortized time. This means we can answer access(s, i) in O(log |s|) amortized time,270

since s[i] = node(i).char. Finding node(i) is done in the usual way, with the recursive function271

find(i) = find(root(T ), i) that returns the ith smallest element in the subtree rooted at the272

given node. More precisely, find(x, i) = x if i = x.left.size + 1, find(x, i) = find(x.left, i)273

if i < x.left.size + 1, and find(x, i) = find(x.right, i − (x.left.size + 1)) if i > x.left.size + 1.274

To obtain logarithmic amortized time, find splays the node it returns, thus pos(root(T )) = i275

holds after calling find(root(T ), i).276

Isolating substrings. We will make use of another primitive we call isolate(i, j), for277

1 ≤ i, j ≤ |s| and i ≤ j + 1, on a tree T representing string s. This operation rearranges T in278

such a way that s[i..j] becomes represented by one subtree, and returns this subtree’s root y.279

If i = 1 and j = n, then y = root(T ) and we are done. If i = 1 and j < n, then we find280

(and splay) node(j + 1) using find(j + 1); this will move node(j + 1) to the root, and s[i..j]281

will be represented by the left subtree of the root, so y = root(T ).left. Similarly, if 1 < i282

and j = n, then we perform find(i − 1), so node(i − 1) is splayed to the root and s[i..j] is283

represented by the right subtree of the root, thus y = root(T ).right.284

Finally, if 1 < i, j < n, then splaying first node(j + 1) and then node(i − 1) will typically285

result in node(i − 1) being the root and node(j + 1) its right child, thus the left subtree of286

node(j + 1) contains s[i..j], that is, y = root(T ).right.left. The only exception arises if the287

last splay operation on node(i − 1) is a zig-zig, as in this case node(j + 1) would become288

a grandchild, not a child, of the root. Therefore, in this case, we modify the last splay289

operation: if node(i − 1) is a grandchild of the root and a zig-zig must be applied, we perform290

instead two consecutive zig operations on node(i − 1) in a bottom-up manner, that is, we first291

rotate the edge between node(i − 1) and its parent, and then the edge between node(i − 1)292

and its new parent (former grandparent), see Fig. 3 in the Appendix.293

We now consider the effect of the modified zig-zig operation on the potential. In the proof294

of Lemma 1 [45, Lem. 1], Sleator and Tarjan show that the zig-zig and the zig-zag cases295
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contribute 3(r′(x)−r(x)) to the amortized cost, where r′(x) is the new value of r(x) after the296

operation. The sum then telescopes to 3(r(t) − r(x)) = 3 log(sw(t)/sw(x)) along an upward297

path towards a root node t. The zig rotation, instead, contributes 1 + r′(x) − r(x), where298

the 1 would be problematic if it was not applied only once in the path. Our new zig-zig may,299

at most one time in the path, cost like two zig’s, 2 + 2(r′(x) − r(x)), which raises the cost300

bound of the whole splay operation from 1 + 3 log(sw(t)/sw(x)) to 2 + 3 log(sw(t)/sw(x)).301

This retains the amortized complexity, that is, the amortized time for isolate is O(log |s|).302

3.2 Creating a new dynamic string303

Given a basic string w[1..n], operation make-string(w) creates a new dynamic string s[1..n]304

with the same content as w, which is added to the FeST. While this can be accomplished in305

O(n log n) amortized time via successive insert operations on an initially empty string, we306

describe a “bulk-loading” technique that achieves linear worst-case (and amortized) time.307

The idea is to create, in O(n) time, a perfectly balanced splay tree using the standard308

recursive procedure. As we show in the next lemma, this shape of the tree adds only O(n)309

to the potential function, and therefore the amortized time of this procedure is also O(n).310

▶ Lemma 3. The potential Φ(T ) of a perfectly balanced splay tree T with n nodes is at most311

2n + O(log2 n) ⊆ O(n).312

Proof. Let d be the depth of the deepest leaves in a perfectly balanced binary tree, and313

call l = d − d′ + 1 the level of any node of depth d′. It is easy to see that there are at314

most 1 + n/2l subtrees of level l. Those subtrees have at most 2l − 1 nodes. Separating the315

sum Φ(T ) =
∑

x∈T r(x) by levels l and using the bound sw(x) < 2l if x is of level l, we get316

Φ(T ) <
∑log n

l=1
(
1 + n

2l

)
log 2l = 2n + O(log2 n). ◀317

Once the tree is created and the fields x.char are assigned in in-order, we perform a318

post-order traversal to compute the other fields. This is done in constant time per node319

using the formulas given in Section 3.1.320

3.3 Retrieving a substring321

Given a string s in the FeST and two indices 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |s|, operation retrieve(s, i, j)322

extracts the substring s[i..j] and returns it as a basic string. The special case i = j is given323

by access(s, i), which finds node(i), splays it, and returns root(T ).char, recall Section 3.1. If324

i < j, we perform y = isolate(i, j) and then we return s[i..j] with an in-order traversal of325

the subtree rooted at y. Overall, the operation retrieve(s, i, j) takes O(log |s|) amortized326

time for isolate, and then O(j − i + 1) worst case time for the traversal of the subtree.327

3.4 Edit operations328

Let s be a string in the FeST, i an index of s, and c a character. The simplest edit operation,329

substitute(s, i, c) writes c at s[i], that is, s becomes s′ = s[..i − 1] · c · s[i + 1..]. It is330

implemented by doing find(i) in the splay tree T of s, in O(log |s|) amortized time. After the331

operation, node(i) is the root, so we set root(T ).char = c and recompute (only) its fingerprint332

as explained in Section 3.1.333

Now consider operation insert(s, i, c), which converts s into s′ = s[..i − 1] · c · s[i..]. This334

corresponds to the standard insertion of a node in the splay tree, at in-order position i. We335

first use find(i) in order to make x = node(i) the tree root, and then create a new root node336

y, with y.left = x.left and y.right = x. We then set x.left = null and recompute the other337
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fields of x as shown in Section 3.1. Finally, we set y.char = c and also compute its other338

fields. By Lemma 2, the amortized cost for an insertion is O(log |s|).339

Finally, the operation delete(s, i) converts s into s′ = s[..i−1]·s[i+1..]. This corresponds340

to standard deletion in the splay tree: we first do find(i) in the tree T of s, so that x = node(i)341

becomes the root, and then join the splay trees of x.left and x.right, isolating the root node342

x and freeing it. The joined tree now represents s′; the amortized cost is O(log |s|).343

3.5 Introducing and extracting substrings344

Given two strings s1 and s2 represented by trees T1 and T2 in the FeST, and an insertion345

position i in s1, operation introduce(s1, i, s2) generates a new string s = s1[..i−1] ·s2 ·s1[i..]346

(the original strings are not anymore available). We implement this operation by first doing347

y = isolate(i, i − 1) on the tree T1. Note that in this case y will be a null node, whose348

in-order position is between i − 1 and i. We then replace this null node by (the root of) the349

tree T2. As shown in Section 3.1, the node y that we replace has at most two ancestors in350

T1, say x1 (the root) and x2. We must then recompute the fields of x2 and then of x1.351

Apart from the O(log |s1|) amortized time for isolate, the other operations take constant352

time. We must consider the change in the potential introduced by connecting T2 to T1. In353

the potential Φ, the summands log sw(x1) and log sw(x2) will increase to log(sw(x1) + |s2|)354

and log(sw(x2) + |s2|), thus the increase is O(log |s2|). The total amortized time is thus355

O(log |s1| + log |s2|) = O(log |s1s2|).356

Let s be a string represented by tree T in the FeST and i ≤ j indices in s. Function357

extract(s, i, j) removes s[i..j] from s and creates a new dynamic string s′ from it. This can358

be carried out by first doing y = isolate(i, j) on T , then detaching y from its parent in T359

to make it the root of the tree that will represent s′, and finally recomputing the fields of360

the (former) ancestors x2 and x1 of y. The change in potential is negative, as log sw(x1) and361

log sw(x2) decrease by up to O(log(j − i + 1)). The total amortized time is then O(log |s|).362

3.6 Substring equality363

Let s1[i1..i1 + ℓ − 1] and s2[i2..i2 + ℓ − 1] be two substrings, where possibly s1 = s2. Per364

Section 2, we can compute equal whp by comparing κ(s1[i1..i1+ℓ−1]) and κ(s2[i2..i2+ℓ−1]).365

We compute y1 = isolate(i1, i1 + ℓ − 1) on the tree of s1 and y2 = isolate(i2, i2 + ℓ − 1)366

on the tree of s2. Once node y1 represents s1[i1..i1 + ℓ − 1] and y2 represents s2[i2..i2 + ℓ − 1],367

we compare y1.fp = κ(s1[i1..i1 + ℓ − 1]) with y2.fp = κ(s2[i2..i2 + ℓ − 1]).368

The splay operations take O(log |s1s2|) amortized time, while the comparison of the369

fingerprints takes constant time and returns the correct answer whp. Note this is a one-sided370

error; if the method answers negatively, the strings are distinct.371

4 Extended operations372

In this section we consider less standard operations of dynamic strings, including the373

computation of LCPs and others we have not seen addressed before.374

4.1 Longest common prefixes375

Operation lcp(s1, i1, s2, i2) computes lcp(s1[i1..], s2[i2..]) correctly whp, by exponentially376

searching for the maximum value ℓ such that s1[i1..i1 + ℓ − 1] = s2[i2..i2 + ℓ − 1]. The377

exponential search requires O(log ℓ) equality tests, which are done using equal operations.378

The amortized cost of this basic solution is then O(log |s1s2| log ℓ); we now improve it.379
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ℓ′

extract(s1, i1, i1+ℓ′−1)

ℓ′

exponential search

ℓ′

ℓi1

re-introduce

Figure 1 Scheme of operations for lcp shown on one of the two strings.

We note that all the accesses the exponential search performs in s1 and s2 are at distance380

O(ℓ) from s1[i1] and s2[i2]. We could then use the dynamic finger property [18] to show,381

with some care, that the amortized time is O(log |s1s2| + log2 ℓ). This property, however,382

uses a different mechanism of potential functions where trees cannot be joined or split.3 We383

then use an alternative approach. The main idea is that, if we could bound ℓ beforehand,384

we could isolate those areas so that the accesses inside them would cost O(log ℓ) and then385

we could reach the desired amortized time. Bounding ℓ in less than O(log ℓ) accesses (i.e.,386

O(log |s1s2| log ℓ) time) is challenging, however. Assuming for now that s1 ≠ s2 (we later387

handle the case s1 = s2), our plan is as follows (see Fig. 1):388

1. Find a (crude) upper bound ℓ′ ≥ ℓ.389

2. Extract substrings s′
1 = s1[i1..i1 + ℓ′ − 1] and s′

2 = s2[i2..s2 + ℓ′ − 1].390

3. Run the basic exponential search for ℓ between s′
1[1..] and s′

2[1..].391

4. Reinsert substrings s′
1 and s′

2 into s1 and s2.392

Steps 2 and 4 are carried out in O(log |s1s2|) amortized time using the operations extract393

and introduce, respectively. Step 3 will still require O(log ℓ) substring comparisons, but394

since they will be carried out on the shorter substrings s′
1 and s′

2, they will take O(log ℓ log ℓ′)395

amortized time. The main challenge is to balance the cost to find ℓ′ in Step 1 with the396

quality of the approximation of ℓ′ so that log ℓ′ is not much larger than log ℓ.397

Consider the following strategy for Step 1. Let n = |s1s2| and n′ = min(|s1| − i1 +398

1, |s2| − i2 + 1). We first check a few border cases that we handle in O(log n) amortized399

time: if s1[i1..i1 + n′ − 1] = s2[i2..i2 + n′ − 1] we finish with the answer ℓ = n′, or else if400

s1[i1..i1 + 1] ̸= s2[i2..i2 + 1] we finish with the answer ℓ = 0 or ℓ = 1. Otherwise, we define401

the sequence ℓ0 = 2 and ℓi = min(n′, ℓ 2
i−1) and try out the values ℓi for i = 1, 2, . . ., until we402

obtain s1[i1..i1 + ℓi − 1] ̸= s2[i2..i2 + ℓi − 1]. This implies that ℓi−1 ≤ ℓ < ℓi, so we can use403

ℓ′ = ℓi ≤ ℓ2. This yields O(log ℓ log ℓ′) = O(log2 ℓ) amortized time for Step 3. On the other404

hand, since ℓ ≥ ℓi−1 = 22i−1 , it holds i ≤ 1 + log log ℓ. Since each of the i values is tried out405

in O(log n) time with equal, the amortized cost of Step 1 is O(log n log log ℓ) and the total406

cost to compute lcp is O(log n log log ℓ + log2 ℓ). In particular, this is O(log2 ℓ) when ℓ is407

large enough, log ℓ = Ω(
√

log n log log n).408

3 The static finger property cannot be used either, because we need new fingers every time an LCP is
computed. Extending the “unified theorem” [45, Thm. 5] to m fingers (to support m LCP operations in
the sequence) introduces an O(log m) additive amortized time in the operations, since now W = Θ(m).
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Hitting twice. To obtain our desired time O(log n + log2 ℓ) for every value of log ℓ, we will409

apply our general strategy twice. First, we will set ℓ′′ = 2log2/3 n and determine whether410

s1[i1..i1 + ℓ′′ − 1] = s2[i2..i2 + ℓ′′ − 1]. If they are equal, then log ℓ = Ω(log2/3 n) and we can411

apply the strategy of the previous paragraph verbatim, obtaining amortized time O(log2 ℓ).412

If they are not equal, then we know that ℓ′′ > ℓ, so we extract s′′
1 = s1[i1..i1 + ℓ′′ − 1] and413

s′′
2 = s2[i2..i2+ℓ′′−1] to complete the search for ℓ′ inside those (note we are still in Step 1). We414

use the same sequence ℓi of the previous paragraph, with the only difference that the accesses415

are done on trees of size ℓ′′ and not n; therefore each step costs O(log ℓ′′) = O(log2/3 n)416

instead of O(log n). After finally finding ℓ′, we introduce back s′′
1 and s′′

2 into s1 and s2.417

Step 1 then completes in amortized time O(log n + log2/3 n log log ℓ) = O(log n). Having418

found ℓ′ ≤ ℓ2, we proceed with Step 2 onwards as above, taking O(log2 ℓ) additional time.419

When the strings are the same. In the case s1 = s2, assume w.l.o.g. i1 < i2. We can still420

carry out Step 1 and, if i1 + ℓ′ ≤ i2, proceed with the plan in the same way, extracting s′
1421

and s′
2 from the same string and later reintroducing them. In case i1 + ℓ′ > i2, however, both422

substrings overlap. In this case we extract just one substring, s′ = s1[i1..i2 + ℓ′ − 1], which is423

of length at most 2ℓ′, and run the basic exponential search between s′[1..] and s′[i2 − i1 + 1..]424

still in amortized time O(log ℓ log ℓ′). We finally reintroduce s′ in s1. The same is done if425

we need to extract s′′
1 and s′′

2 : if both come from the same string and i1 + ℓ′′ > i2, then we426

extract just one single string s′′ = s[i1..i2 + ℓ′′ − 1] and obtain the same asymptotic times.427

Lexicographic comparisons. Once we know that (whp) the LCP of the suffixes is of length428

ℓ, we can determine which is smaller by accessing (using access) the symbols at positions429

s1[i1 + ℓ] and s2[i2 + ℓ] and comparing them, in O(log |s1s2|) additional amortized time.430

4.2 Substring reversals431

Operation reverse(s, i, j) changes s to s[..i − 1]s[j]s[j − 1] · · · s[i + 1]s[i]s[j + 1..]. Reflecting432

it directly in our current structure requires Ω(j − i + 1) time, which is potentially Ω(|s|).433

Our strategy, instead, is to just “mark” the subtrees where the reversal should be carried434

out, and de-amortize its cost across future operations, materializing it progressively as we435

traverse the marked subtrees. To this end, we extend our FeST data structure with a new436

Boolean field x.rev in each node x, which indicates that its whole subtree should be regarded437

as reversed, that is, its descending nodes should be read right-to-left, but that this update438

has not yet been carried out. This field is set to false on newly created nodes. We also add439

a field x.fprev, so that if x represents s[i..j], then x.fprev = κ(s[j]s[j − 1] · · · s[i + 1]s[i]) is440

the fingerprint of the reversed string. When x.rev is true, the fields of x (including x.fp and441

x.fprev) still do not reflect the reversal.442

The fields x.fprev must be maintained in the same way as the fields x.fp. Concretely, upon443

every update where the children of node x change, we not only recompute x.fp as shown in444

Section 3.1, but also x.fprev = ((x.right.fprev · b + x.char) · x.left.power + x.left.fprev) mod p.445

In order to apply the described reversal to a substring s[i..j], we first compute y =446

isolate(i, j) on the tree of s, and then toggle the Boolean value y.rev = ¬ y.rev (note447

that, if y had already an unprocessed reversal, this is undone without ever materializing448

it). The operation reverse then takes O(log |s|) amortized time, dominated by the cost of449

isolate(i, j). We must, however, handle potentially reversed nodes.450

Fixing marked nodes. Every time we access a tree node, if it is marked as reversed, we fix451

it, after which it can be treated as a regular node because its fields will already reflect the452
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x

A B

x.rev = true

toggle rev

x

A B

root(A).rev =
¬root(A).rev

swap left-right
and x.fp with x.fprev

x

B A

x.rev = false

root(B).rev =
¬root(B).rev

x.fp ↔ x.fprev

Figure 2 Scheme of the fix operation on node x.

reversal of its represented string (though some descendant nodes may still need fixing).453

Fixing a node involves exchanging its left and right children, toggling their reverse marks,454

and updating the node fingerprint. More precisely, we define the primitive fix(x) as follows:455

if x.rev is true, then (i) set x.rev = false, x.left.rev = ¬ x.left.rev, x.right.rev = ¬ x.right.rev,456

(ii) swap x.left with x.right, and (iii) swap x.fp with x.fprev. See Fig. 2 for an example. It is457

easy to see that fix maintains the invariants about the meaning of the reverse fields.458

Because all the operations in splay trees, including the splay, are done along paths that459

are first traversed downwards from the root, it suffices that we run fix(x) on every node460

x we find as we descend from the root (for example, on every node x where we perform461

find(x, i)), before taking any other action on the node. This ensures that all the accesses462

and structural changes to the splay tree are performed over fixed nodes, and therefore no463

algorithm needs further changes. For example, when we perform splay(x), all the ancestors of464

x are already fixed. As another example, if we run equal as in Section 3.6, the nodes y1 and465

y2 will already be fixed by the time we read their fingerprint fields. As a third example, if466

we run retrieve(s, i, j) as in Section 3.3 and the subtree of y has reversed nodes inside, we467

will progressively fix all those nodes as we traverse the subtree, therefore correctly retrieving468

s[i..j] within O(j − i + 1) time.469

Note that fix takes constant time per node and does not change the potential function470

Φ, so no time complexities change due to our adjustments. The new fields also enable other471

queries, for example to decide whether a string is a palindrome.472

4.3 Involutions473

We support the operation map(s, i, j) analogously to substring reversals, that is, isolating474

s[i..j] in a node y = isolate(i, j) and then marking that the substring covered by node y is475

mapped using a new Boolean field y.map, which is set to true. This will indicate that every476

symbol s[k], for i ≤ k ≤ j, must be interpreted as f(s[k]), but that the change has not yet477

been materialized. Similarly to reverse, this information will be propagated downwards478

as we descend into a subtree, otherwise it is maintained in the subtree’s root only. The479

operation will then take O(log |s|) amortized time.480

To manage the mapping and deamortize its linear cost across subsequent operations, we481

will also store fields x.mfp = κ(f(s[i])f(s[i + 1]) · · · f(s[j])) and x.mfprev = κ(f(s[j])f(s[j −482

1]) · · · f(s[i])), which maintain the fingerprint of the mapped string, and its reverse, represented483

by x. Those are maintained analogously as the previous fingerprints: (1) x.mfp = ((x.left.mfp·484

b + f(x.char)) · x.right.power + x.right.mfp) mod p, and (2) x.mfprev = ((x.right.mfprev · b +485

f(x.char)) · x.left.power + x.left.mfprev) mod p.486

As for string reversals, every time we access a tree node, if it is marked as mapped,487

we unmark it and toggle the mapped mark of its children, before proceeding with any488

other action. Precisely, we define the primitive fixm(x) as follows: if x.map is true, then489

(i) set x.map = false, x.left.map = ¬ x.left.map, x.right.map = ¬ x.right.map, (ii) set490
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x.char = f(x.char), and (iii) swap x.fp with x.mfp, and x.fprev with x.mfprev. We note491

that, in addition, the fix operation defined in Section 4.2 must also exchange x.mfp with492

x.mfprev if we also support involutions. Note how, as for reversals, two applications of f493

cancel each other, which is correct because f is an involution. Operation fixm is applied in494

the same way as fix along tree traversals.495

Reverse complementation. By combining string reversals and involutions, we can for496

example support the application of reverse complementation of substrings in DNA sequences,497

where a substring s[i..j] is reversed and in addition its symbols are replaced by their Watson-498

Crick complement, applying the involution f(A) = T, f(T) = A, f(C) = G, and f(G) = C. In499

case we only want to perform reverse complementation (and not reversals and involutions500

independently), we can simplify our fields and maintain only a Boolean field x.rc and the501

fingerprint x.mfprev in addition to x.fp. Fixing a node consists of: if x.rc is true, then (i)502

set x.rc = false, x.left.rc = ¬ x.left.rc, x.right.rc = ¬ x.right.rc, (ii) set x.char = f(x.char),503

(iii) swap x.left with x.right, (iv) swap x.fp with x.mfprev.504

5 Circular strings and omega extension505

Our data structure can be easily extended to handle circular strings. We do this by introducing506

a new routine, called rotate, which allows us linearize the circular string starting at any507

of its indices. By carefully using this primitive, along with a slight modification for the508

computation of fingerprints, we can support every operation that we presented on linear509

strings with the same time bounds, as well as signed reversals, in O(log |ŝ|) amortized time.510

By supporting operations on circular strings, we can also handle the omega extension of511

strings, which is the infinite concatenation of a string: sω = s · s · · · . Again, we are able to512

meet the same time bounds on every operation on linear strings. We also define two ways to513

implement the equality between omega-extended substrings (for details see the Appendix).514

6 Conclusion515

We presented a new data structure, a forest of enhanced splay trees (FeST), to handle516

collections of dynamic strings. Our solution is much simpler than those offering the best517

theoretical results, while still offering logarithmic amortized times for most update and query518

operations. We answer queries correctly whp, and updates are always correct.519

To build our data structure, we employ an approach that differs from theoretical solutions:520

we use a splay tree for representing each string, enhancing it with additional annotations.521

The use of binary trees to represent dynamic strings is not new, but exploiting the simplicity522

of splay trees for attaching and detaching subtrees is. As our FeST is easy to understand,523

explain, and implement, we believe that it offers the opportunity of wide usability and can524

become a textbook implementation of dynamic strings. Further, we have found nontrivial—525

yet perfectly implementable—solutions to relevant queries, like computing the length ℓ of526

the longest common prefix of two suffixes in time O(log n + log2 ℓ) instead of the trivial527

O(log2 n). The simplicity of our solution enables new features, like the possibility of reversing528

a substring, or reverse-complementing it, to be easily implemented in logarithmic amortized529

time. Our data structure also allows handling circular strings, as well as omega-extensions of530

strings—features competing solutions have not explored. Details will be included in the full531

version of the paper (and can be found in the Appendix).532
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Figure 3 Scheme of the isolate(i, j) operation applied on a splay tree. Subfigures 3b and 3c
show two cases of the last splay operation of isolate(i, j), yielding a single (shaded) subtree that
represents the substring s[i..j].
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Figure 4 Cycle-rotation operation: rotate(s, 9) moves s[9..] to the left of s[..8]. After the rotation
the string becomes s[9..]s[..8].

B Other Related Work663

A related line of work aims at maintaining a data structure such that the solution to some664

particular problem on one or two strings can be efficiently updated when these strings undergo665

an edit operation (deletion, insertion, or substitution). Examples are longest common factor666

of two strings [3, 4], optimal alignment of two strings [14], approximating the edit distance [35],667

longest palindromic substring [21], longest square [2], or longest Lyndon factor [49] of one668

string. The setup can be what is referred to as partially dynamic, when the original string or669

strings are returned to their state before the edit, or fully dynamic, when the edit operations670

are reflected on the original string or strings. Clifford et al. [17] give lower bounds on various671

problems of this kind when a single substitution is applied.672

This setup, also referred to as dynamic strings, differs from ours in several ways: (a)673

we are not only interested in solving one specific problem on strings; (b) we have an entire674

collection of strings, and will want to ask queries on any one or any pair of these; and (c) we675

allow many different kinds of update operations.676

Locally consistent parsings to maintain dynamic strings have been used to support more677

complex problems, such as simulating suffix arrays [31, 32].678

C Circular strings and omega extensions679

C.1 Additional definitions680

In this section, we are going to use some further concepts regarding periodicity and conjugacy.681

A string s is called periodic with period r if s[i + r] = s[i] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |s| − r.682

Two strings s, t are conjugates if there exist strings u, v, possibly empty, such that s = uv683

and t = vu. Conjugacy is an equivalence; the equivalence classes [s] are also called circular684

strings, and any t ∈ [s] is called a linearization of this circular string. Abusing notation, any685

linear string s can be viewed as a circular string, in which case it is taken as a representative686

of its conjugacy class. A substring of a circular string s is any prefix of any t ∈ [s], or,687

equivalently, a string of the form s[i..j] for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |s| (a linear substring), or s[i..]s[..j],688

where j < i. A necklace is a string s with the property that s ≤lex t for all t ∈ [s]. Every689

conjugacy class contains exactly one necklace.690

When the dynamic strings in our collection are to be interpreted as circular strings, we691

need to adjust some of our operations. Our model is that we will maintain a canonical692

representative ŝ of the class of rotations of s. All the indices of the operations refer to693
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positions in ŝ. Internally, we may store in the FeST another representative s of the class, not694

necessarily ŝ.695

C.2 Circular strings696

Our general approach to handle operations on ŝ regarding it as circular is to rotate it697

conveniently before accessing it. The splay tree T of ŝ will then maintain some (string)698

rotation s = ŝ[r..]ŝ[..r − 1] of ŝ, and we will maintain a field start(ŝ) = r so that we can map699

any index ŝ[i] referred to in update or query operations to s[((|s| + i − start(ŝ)) mod |s|) + 1].700

When we want to change the rotation of ŝ to another index r′, so that we now store701

s′ = ŝ[r′..]ŝ[..r′ − 1], we make use of a new operation rotate(s, i), which rotates s so that702

its splay tree represents s[i..]s[..i − 1]. This is implemented as s′ = extract(s, i, |s|) followed703

by introduce(s, 1, s′). We then move from rotation r to r′ in O(log |s|) amortized time by704

doing rotate(s, r′ − r + 1) if r′ > r, or rotate(s, |s| + r′ − r + 1) if r′ < r. We then set705

start(ŝ) = r′.706

Operation s = make-string(w) stays as before, in the understanding that ŝ = w will be707

seen as the canonical representation of the class, so we set start(ŝ) = 1; this can be changed708

later with a string rotation if desired. All the operations that address a single position ŝ[i],709

like access and the edit operations, are implemented verbatim by just shifting the index710

i using start(ŝ) as explained. Instead, the operations retrieve, extract, equal, reverse,711

and map, which act on a range ŝ[i..j], may give trouble when i > j, as in this case the712

substring is ŝ[i..]ŝ[..j] by circularity. In this case, those operations will be preceded by a713

change of rotation from the current one, r = start(ŝ), to r′ = 1, using rotate as explained.714

This guard will get rid of those cases. Note that, in the case of equal, we may need to rotate715

both s1 and s2, independently, to compute each of the two signatures.716

The two remaining operations deserve some consideration. Operation introduce(s1, i, s2)717

could be implemented verbatim (with the shifting of i), but in this case it would introduce718

in ŝ1[i] the current rotation of s2, instead of ŝ2 as one would expect. Therefore, we precede719

the operation by a change of rotation in s2 to r′ = 1, which makes the splay tree store ŝ2720

with start(ŝ2) = 1.721

Finally, in operation lcp(s1, i1, s2, i2) we do not know for how long the LCP will extend,722

so we precede it by changes of rotations in both s1 and s2 that make them start at position723

1 of ŝ1 and ŝ2. In case s1 = s2, however, this trick cannot be used. One simple solution is724

to rotate the string every time we call equal during Step 1; recall Section 4.1. This will be725

needed as long as the accesses are done on s1 and s2; as soon as we extract the substrings726

of length ℓ′′ (and, later, ℓ′ for Step 3), we work only on the extracted strings. While the727

complexity is preserved, rotating the string every time can be too cumbersome. We can use728

an alternative way to compute signatures of circular substrings, κ(s[i..]s[..j]): we compute as729

in Section 3.6 σ = κ(s[i..]) and τ = κ(s[..j]), as well as bj mod p, which comes for free with730

the computation of τ ; then κ(s[i..]s[..j]) = (σ · bj + τ) mod p.731

Overall, we maintain for all the operations the same asymptotic running times given in732

the Introduction when the strings are interpreted as circular.733

Signed reversals on circular strings. By combining reversals and involutions, we can support734

signed reversals on circular strings, too. We do this in the same way as for linear strings,735

namely by doubling the alphabet Σ of gene identifiers such that each gene i has a negated736

version −i, and using the involution f(i) = −i (and f(−i) = i). Note that the original paper737

in which reversals were introduced [50] used circular chromosomes.738
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C.3 Omega extensions739

Circular dynamic strings allow us to implement operations that act on the omega extensions740

of the underlying strings. Recall that for a (linear) string s, the infinite string sω is defined as741

the infinite concatenation sω = s ·s ·s · · · . These are, for example, used in the definition of the742

extended Burrows-Wheeler Transform (eBWT) of Mantaci et al. [37], where the underlying743

string order is based on omega extensions. In this case, comparisons of substrings may need744

to be made whose length exceeds the shorter of the two strings s1 and s2. We therefore745

introduce a generalization of circular substrings as follows: t is called an omega-substring of746

s if t = s[i..]sks[..j] for some j < i − 1 and k ≥ 0. Note that the suffix s[i..] and the prefix747

s[..j] may also be empty. Thus, t is an omega-substring of s if and only if t = vkv[..j] for748

some k ≥ 1 and some conjugate v of s.749

An important tool in this section will be the famous Fine and Wilf Lemma [36], which750

states that if a string w has two periods r, q and |w| ≥ r + q − gcd(r, q), then w is also751

periodic with period gcd(r, q) (a string s is called periodic with period r if s[i + r] = s[i] for752

all 1 ≤ i ≤ |s| − r). The following is a known corollary, a different formulation of which was753

proven, e.g., in [37]; we reprove it here for completeness.754

▶ Lemma 4. Let u, v be two strings. If lcp(uω, vω) ≥ |u| + |v| − gcd(|u|, |v|), then uω = vω.755

Proof. Let ℓ = lcp(uω, vω) ≥ |u| + |v| − gcd(|u|, |v|). Then the string t = sω
1 [..ℓ] is periodic756

both with period |u| and with period |v|, and thus, by the Fine and Wilf lemma, it is also757

periodic with period gcd(|u|, |v|). Since gcd(|u|, |v|) ≤ |u|, |v|, this implies that both u and v758

are powers of the same string x, of length gcd(|u|, |v|) and therefore, uω = xω = vω. ◀759

We further observe that the fingerprint of strings of the form uk can be computed from the760

fingerprint of string u. More precisely, let u be a string, π = κ(u) its fingerprint, and k ≥ 1.761

Then, calling d = b|u| mod p (which we also obtain in the field y.power when computing762

κ(u)), it holds763

κ(uk) = (π · dk−1 + π · dk−2 + · · · + π · d + π) mod p764

= (π · (dk−1 + dk−2 + · · · + 1)) mod p, (1)765

where geomsum(d, k − 1) = (dk−1 + dk−2 + · · · + 1) mod p can be computed in O(log k) time766

using the identity d2k+1 + d2k + · · · + 1 = (d + 1) · ((d2)k + (d2)k−1 + · · · + 1), as follows4 (all767

modulo p):768

geomsum(d, 0) = 1769

geomsum(d, 2k + 1) = (d + 1) · geomsum(d2, k) (2)770

geomsum(d, 2k) = d · geomsum(d, 2k − 1) + 1771

Extended substring equality. We devise at least two ways in which our equal query772

can be extended to omega extensions. First, consider the query equalω(s1, i1, s2, i2, ℓ) =773

equal(sω
1 , i1, sω

2 , i2, ℓ), that is, the normal substring equality interpreted on the omega774

extensions of s1 and s2. We let v1 = rotate(s1, i1) and v2 = rotate(s2, i2). Then we have775

sω
1 [i1..i1 + ℓ − 1] = vk1

1 v1[..j1], where k1 = ⌊ℓ/|s1|⌋ and j1 = ℓ mod |s1|. If k1 = 0, we simply776

4 This technique seems to be folklore. Note that the better known formula geomsum(d, k) = ((dk+1 −
1) · (d − 1)−1) mod p requires computing multiplicative inverses, which takes O(log N) time using the
extended Euclid’s algorithm, or O(log log N) with faster algorithms [46]; those terms would not be
absorbed by others in our cost formula.
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compute κ1 = κ(sω
1 [i1..i1+ℓ−1]) = κ(v1[..j1]). Otherwise, we compute κ1 = κ(sω

1 [i1..i1+ℓ−1])777

by applying Eq. (1) as follows:778

κ1 = (κ(v1) · (dk1−1 + · · · + 1) · bj1 + κ(v1[..j1])) mod p. (3)779

There are various components to compute in this formula apart from the fingerprints780

themselves. First, note that d = b|s1| mod p = b|v1| mod p = root(T1).power for the tree T1781

of s1 (or v1), so we have it in constant time. Second, bj1 mod p is the field y.power after782

we compute κ(v1[..j1]) via y = isolate(v1, 1, j1) after completion of rotate(s1, i1), thus we783

also have it in constant time. Third, dk1−1 + · · · + 1 = geomsum(d, k1 − 1) is computed with784

Eq. (2) in time O(log k1) ⊆ O(log ℓ).785

By Lemma 4 we can define ℓω = |s1| + |s2| and, if ℓ ≥ ℓω, run the equalω query786

with ℓω instead of ℓ. The lemma shows that s1[i1..i1 + ℓ − 1] = s2[i2..i2 + ℓ − 1] iff787

s1[i1..i1 + ℓω − 1] = s2[i2..i2 + ℓω − 1]. This limits ℓ to |s1| + |s2| in our query and therefore788

the cost O(log ℓ) is in O(log |s1s2|).789

We compute κ2 analogously, and return true if and only if κ1 = κ2, after undoing the790

rotations to get back the original strings s1 and s2. The total amortized time for operation791

equalω is then O(log |s1s2|). Note that our results still hold whp because we are deciding792

on fingerprints of strings of length O(N), not O(ℓ) (which is in principle unbounded).793

A second extension of equal is equalω
ω(s1, i1, ℓ1, s2, i2, ℓ2), interpreted as (sω

1 [i1..i1 +794

ℓ1 − 1])ω = (sω
2 [i2..i2 + ℓ2 − 1])ω, that is, the omega extension of sω

1 [i1..i1 + ℓ1 − 1] is795

equal to the omega extension of sω
2 [i2..i2 + ℓ2 − 1]. By Lemma 4, this is equivalent to796

(sω
1 [i1..i1 + ℓ1 − 1])ℓ2 = (sω

2 [i2..i2 + ℓ2 − 1])ℓ1 . So we first compute κ1 = κ(sω
1 [i1..i1 + ℓ1 − 1])797

and κ2 = κ(sω
2 [i2..i2 + ℓ2 − 1]) as above, compute d1 = bℓ1 mod p and d2 = bℓ2 mod p, and798

then return whether (κ1 · (dℓ2−1
1 + · · · + 1)) mod p = (κ2 · (dℓ1−1

2 + · · · + 1)) mod p. Operation799

equalω
ω is then also computed in amortized time O(log |s1s2|).800

Extended longest common prefix. We are also able to extend LCPs to omega extensions:801

operation lcpω(s1, i1, s2, i2) computes, for the corresponding rotations v1 = rotate(s1, i1)802

and v2 = rotate(s2, i2), the longest common prefix length lcp(vω
1 , vω

2 ), as well as the803

lexicographic order of vω
1 and vω

2 . That this can be done efficiently follows again from Lemma 4.804

We first compare their omega-substrings of length ℓω = |s1| + |s2|. If equalω(s1, i1, s2, i2, ℓω)805

answers true, then it follows that lcp(s1, i1, s2, i2) is ∞. Otherwise, we run a close variant of806

the algorithm described in Section 4.1; note that ℓω can be considerably larger than one of s1807

or s2. For Step 1, we define n′ = n = |s1s2|; the other formulas do not change. We run the808

equalω computations on s1 and s2 using Eq. (3) to compute the fingerprints. We extract the809

substrings of length ℓ′ in Step 3 (analogously, ℓ′′ in Step 1) using the extract for circular810

strings, but do so only if ℓ′ ≤ |s1| (resp., ℓ′ ≤ |s2|); otherwise we keep accessing the original811

string using Eq. (3). The total amortized time to compute LCPs on omega extensions is thus812

O(log |s1s2|).813

C.4 Future work814

One feature that we would like to add to our data structure is allowing identification of815

conjugates. The rationale behind this is that a circular string can be represented by any816

of its linearizations, so these should all be regarded as equivalent. Furthermore, when the817

collection contains several conjugates of the same string, then this may be just an artifact818

caused by the data acquisition process.819

This could be solved by replacing each circular string with its necklace representative,820

that is, the unique conjugate that is lexicographically minimal in the conjugacy class,821
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before applying make-string; this representative is computable in linear time in the string822

length [36]. However, updates can change the lexicographic relationship of the rotations, and823

thus the necklace representative of the conjugacy class. Recomputing the necklace rotation824

of s after each update would add worst-case O(|s|) time to our running times, which is not825

acceptable. Computing the necklace rotation after an edit operation, or more in general,826

after any one of our update operations, is an interesting research question, which to the best827

of our knowledge has not yet been addressed.828
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